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ABSTRACT

A character corresponds roughly to a morpheme in Chinese, and
it usually takes on multiple meanings. In this paper, we aimed at
capturing the multiple meanings of a Chinese morpheme across
polymorphemic words in a growing semantic micro-space. Using
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), we created several nested LSA
semantic micro-spaces of increasing size. The term-document ma-
trix of the smallest semantic space was obtained through filtering
a whole corpus with a list of 192 Chinese polymorphemic words
sharing a common morpheme (gong1). For each of our created
Chinese LSA space, we computed the whole cosine matrix of all
the terms of the semantic space to measure semantic similarity
between words. From the cosine matrix, we derived a dissimilar-
ity matrix. This dissimilarity matrix was viewed as the adjacency
matrix of a complete weighted undirected graph. We built from
this graph a minimum spanning tree (MST). So, each of our LSA
semantic space had its associated MST. It is shown that in our
biggest MST, paths can be used to infer and capture the correct
meaning of a morpheme embedded in a polymorphemic word.
Clusters of the different meanings of a polysemous morpheme can
be created from the minimum spanning tree. Finally, it is con-
cluded that our approach could model partly human knowledge
representation and acquisition of the different meanings of Chi-
nese polysemous morphemes. Our work is thought to bring some
insights to the Plato’s problem and additional evidence towards
the plausibility of words serving as ungrounded symbols. Future
directions are sketched.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Polymorphemic Chinese words are composed of the binding of two Chi-
nese characters (e.g. ) or more (e.g. ) . We proposed a com-
putational approach to extract the different meanings ofin a list1 of
192 polymorphemic words which occur in a corpus.

A Chinese character like corresponds roughly to a morpheme in
Chinese, and it usually takes on multiple meanings. For example, an et-
ymology dictionary offers the following 16 senses2 -16 etymological di-
mensions of meaning- for the character(gong1) :

unselfish / unbiased / fair / to make public / open to all / public / the
first of old China’s five-grades of the nobility / an old Chinese official rank
/ the father of one’s husband ( one’s husband’s father ) / one’s father-in-
law / one’s grandfather / a respectful salutation / the male ( of animals )
/ office / official duties / a Chinese family name

can take one of these meanings in the words in which it occurs. In
the word (fair) the meaning of is fair. In this case, the meaning of
the morpheme is identical with the one’s of the bimorphemic word. This
“fair” meaning of is different from the meaning of in (public
park,park) which is“public, open”.

Our computational approach to infer the meaning ofin polymor-
phemic words can be unfolded in five steps:

1. Through filtering a Chinese corpus by three nested list of words,
we created three nested term-document matrices, weighted them and
computed reduced Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on them to
obtain three nested Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) semantic spaces.

2. For each LSA semantic space we computed the cosine matrix and the
dissimilarity matrix for all terms.

3. We used each dissimilarity matrix as the adjacency matrix of a com-
plete weighted undirected graph.

4. We built the Minimum Spanning Tree of each graph.
5. We browsed and analyzed paths in the Minimum Spanning Tree for

extraction of the meaning of in the polymorphemic words.

We reviewed Chinese computational morphology and Chinese word sense
disambiguation literature and found no prior work proposing such a com-

1 Actually, this list includes some idioms like which could not be
satisfactorily labeled as polymorphemous words.

2 source: www.chineseetymology.org/ The list is still not exhaustive!
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putational approach for meaning identification of a polysemous morpheme
in Chinese words.

We know of no Chinese dictionary or database which lists for each
meaning of a polysemous morpheme all the Chinese words embedding
the morpheme with this meaning. For example, the Chinese Wordnet of
the Academica Sinica3 proposes a list of some of the different meanings
of but provides no listing of all the words with a same given meaning
of e.g.“fair” .

Our primary research goal is to design tools for Chinese cognitive sci-
entists and linguists who study the semantic interaction between Chinese
morphemes and polymorphemic words. Our tools will serve to prepare
experimental materials for lexical decision tasks and relatedness judg-
ment tasks involving the repetition of a same Chinese polysemous mor-
pheme embedded with a fixed identified meaning in different Chinese
words. [1,2].

2 THE NESTEDSEMANTIC LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS SPACES

We used the Academica Sinica Balanced Corpus (ASBC), a five million
words corpus based on Chinese materials from Taiwan. The corpus is
made of 9183 documents which are considered as semantically meaning-
ful units. Most of the functional words were removed from the corpus.4

In the ASBC corpus, as a monomorphemic word occurs with 5
different POS tags: " (Vh)", " (Nb)", " (Nc)", " (Na)" and " (A)".
These 5 words and 187 additional polymorphemicwords constitute
the list of 192 words under study.

2.1 The First Term-Document Matrix (192 Words 3716 Documents)

The first and smallest of our term-document matrices was obtained through
filtering a whole corpus with a list of 192 words. The resulting term-
document matrix is made of 192 rows - representing the 192words -
and 3716 columns - representing all the documents in which at least one
of the words occurs -. The term frequency of eachword in each
document is stored in that term-document matrix. At that level, we know

3 http://cwn.ling.sinica.edu.tw/
4 Words with the following POS tags were removed: Dk Di Caa Cbb Nep Nh

P Cab Cba DE I T SHI Neu. For more information about the meaning of the
tags, please refer to CKIP Technical Report 95-02/98-04
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how the 192 words co-occur in the ASBC corpus and we voluntary
ignore both the huge number of remaining terms in the corpus and the set
of documents in which the words do not occur. This minimalist term-
document matrix will serve after Latent Semantic Analysis to create our
smallest LSA semantic space. This space is thought to be the worst or
poorest representation of the semantic relationships between the 192
words.

2.2 The Second Term-Document Matrix (202 Words 4327 Documents)

We wanted our second LSA semantic space to contain at least ten words
that represent10 etymological dimensionsof . These 10 dimensions
words were thought to be able to serve as attractors of semantically simi-
lar words and eventually as centroids ofclusters. These words could
serve later to infer the meaning of in words. We first devised a list of
twelve words: ( , , , , , , , , , , ,

). These twelve words capture 10 relatively different dimensions of
meaning of . Both the pairs ( , ) and ( , ) are semantically
redundant. For example the words (noble, nobility) and (order
of feudal nobility) capture the same meaning of nobility. The word
(father’s in law) is an hyponym of (father), they both capture the fa-
therhood’s relationships meanings of. Later we could observe which
word in each pairwise behaves as the strongest attractor. In the twelve
words list, the first four words are words already present in the first se-
mantic space. Thus to create the second semantic space, we added to the
initial list of 192 words, the words ( , , , , , , ).
We also included the words ( , ) to attract words referring
to international metric units (e.g. (gram), (centimeter),
(liter)). After filtering the whole corpus with the new list of 202 words,
we obtained a term-document matrix of 202 terms and 4327 documents.

2.3 The Third Term-Document Matrix (283 Words 6798 Documents)

To create the third LSA semantic space we added to the precedent list of
202 words:

1. words which are key-words occurring in a Chinese dictionary’s de-
finitions of some of the 187 polymorphemic words. For example
the definition for å̌EňéĞŇ (kilometer) is “ ”.
The words ( ) were all added for building the third
list of terms.
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2. words which share some common morphemes to the multimorphemic
words of the initial list. (e.g. shares the morpheme with )

3. a few words ( (country), (thing) ) which occur in category
labels created by two Taiwanese participants in a pilot study of the
subjective sorting of the 187 polymorphemicwords.

4. and words5 which were thought to be potential attractors of certain
words (e.g. (animal) for (male deer), (male pig),

(cock) or (seven dwarfs) for (White-Snow)).

After filtering the whole corpus with a new list of 283 words, we obtained
a term-document matrix of 283 terms and 6798 documents. This matrix
will serve to compute our biggest micro-semantic space. This third se-
mantic space was thought to be semantically complete and rich enough
to embed meaningful semantic relationships between the words its con-
tains. Such a micro-size space could be a better start than a whole corpus
semantic space to investigate the different meanings ofin words.

2.4 The Three Weighting Schemes

To each of our three term-document matrices we applied a total of three
weighting schemes:

1. The term-document matrix containing the term frequenciesmi j was
logarithmised by computing:

log(mi j +1) (1)

as a local weighting scheme. The benefit is to reduce the frequency
effect between terms in a same document.

2. As a global weighting scheme, we used the Inverse Document Fre-
quency scheme[3,4]. Every rowi - representing the term frequencies
of termi - of the term-document matrix is multiplied by:

log2

(
Numbero f documents inthecorpus

Numberso f documents inwhichthetermi appears+1
)

. (2)

Such a weighting scheme gives more weight to words with a global
low frequency.

5 Automatic selection of these words is still to be done. These words were added
for testing purposes. They can be removed.
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3. At the document level - the columns of the term-document matrix
- we also applied a weighting scheme. To reduce the effect of the
size difference between documents, we multiplied each column of
the term-document matrix by:

log2

(
Maxdocument size

Document size +1
)

. (3)

More weight is given to small documents. This document level weight-
ing scheme is preferred to resizing the corpus’s meaning unit from
the original entire document to paragraph of a given size. Resizing
could result in splitting meaningful units in different documents.

2.5 Singular Value Decomposition And Reduced SVD

After applying the three weighting schemes to the term-document matri-
ces, we computed their reduced Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

GivenU = [u1, ...,um] ε Rm∗nandV = [v1, ...,vn] ε Rn∗n two orthogonal
matrices, the SVD of a term-document matrixA can be written:

A=UΣVT =
p

∑
i=1

σiuiv
T
i with Σ = diag(σ1, ...,σp)ε Rm∗n , p= min{m,n} .

(4)
whereσ1 ≥σ2 ≥σp ≥ 0 are the singular values.
For example, for the third term-document matrix, we havem= 283

and n= 6798.
Thus, the full SVD represents terms and documents in a 283 dimen-

sions space.
After several trials6, we decided to reduce the dimensionality of the

LSA spaces by taking into account only the first one hundred singular
values. So for our three term-document matrices we operated a reduced
SVD to obtain three 100 dimensions spaces. This can be written:

A' A100 = U100Σ100V
T
100 . (5)

whereΣ100 = diag(σ1, ...,σ100) andσ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ100 > 0 are the 100
first non-zeros singular values.

We termedA192,100, A202,100 andA283,100 the three reduced LSA se-
mantic spaces containing respectivelly 192, 202 and 283 words.

6 We tried different values, including a dimension equal to the lowest dimension
of the term-document matrix -the number of terms- but these choices were
discarded while comparing the quality of results described in part 4.
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2.6 Cosine Matrix

To compare semantic similarity between two words in a LSA space, the
cosine measurement of the two vectorsvi ,vn representing the two terms
is computed as:

cos(vi ,vn) =
vi ·v j

‖vi‖‖v j‖
. (6)

For each of our created Chinese LSA space, we computed the whole
cosine matrixC of all the terms to measure semantic similarity between
words.

C =



1 · · · cos(v1,v j) · · · cos(v1,vm)
...

...

cos(v j ,v1)
...

...
...

cos(vm,v1) 1


. (7)

C is symmetric due to cos(vi ,v j) = cos(v j ,vi). We computed the
three cosine matricesC192, C202 andC283 whose dimensions are respec-
tively 192*192, 202*202 and 283*283.

2.7 Dissimilarity Matrix

From the cosine matrixC, the dissimilarity matrixD is derived.

D =



1 · · · · · · · · · 1
...

...
...

... 1
...

...
...

...
1 · · · · · · · · · 1


−C . (8)

with di j = 1−cos(vi ,v j) = 0

We computed the three dissimilarity matricesD192, D202 and D283

whose dimensions are respectively 192*192, 202*202 and 283*283.
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3 GRAPH-THEORY BASED APPROACH

3.1 A Few Definitions

A graph G= (V,E) is an ordered pair, where V is a set whose elements are
calledvertices, and where E is a set of pairs of distinct vertices. Givenp
andq two vertices of V, the element {p,q}ε E is called anedgeand link
the verticesp andq.

When edges are given a weight - a real number here -, the graph is
said to beweighted. If no orientation is assigned to edges, the graph is
said to beundirected.When for every pair of verticesVi ,Vj , there is a
sequence of edges allowing to joinVi andVj , then the graphG is said to
be connected. If every pair of vertices inG is directly connected through
an edge, the graph is said to becomplete. Two verticesVi andVj linked
by an edge are said to beadjacent.

Theadjacency matrix Aof a complete weighted graphG is the matrix
whose entryAi j is 0 if i = j and otherwise iswi j the weight assigned to
the edgeVi ,Vj [5,6].

A tree of a graphG is a connected subgraph ofG with no cycle. A
spanning tree(ST) of a graphG is a tree ofG which contains all the
vertices ofG.

A minimum spanning tree (MST)of a graphG is a spanning tree (ST)
of G whose the sum of edges is minimum[5,6]. This can be written:

∑
eε MST

w(e) = min
STε G

(
∑

eε ST

w(e)

)
. (9)

3.2 Applying Graph Theory to the Dissimilarity Matrix

The dissimilarity matrixD introduced in Â̆g2.7 can be viewed as the ad-
jacency matrix of a complete weighted undirected graphG. The rows and
the columns of the adjacency matrices represent the words under study.
Each word is a vertex ofG and each edge ofG linking two verticesvi and
v j is weighted bydi j . Thus we have:

∀ i , dii = 0 and∀(i, j) with i 6= j , di j = 1−cos(vi ,v j) . (10)

From each of the three dissimilarity matricesD192, D202 andD283,
we used Prim’s algorithm to build three minimum spanning treesMST192,
MST202 andMST283 [7]. Hence, each of our LSA semantic spaceA192,100,
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A202,100 andA283,100 has an associated minimum spanning tree. Unique-
ness of the MST of a graphG is ensured if each edge ofG has a different
weight. By removing edges of comparatively high weights in the MST,
clusters can be formed [8].

Lemma 1. [9]
Any two vertices in a tree are connected through a unique path

Therefore in a MST, the path connecting two vertices is unique. The
length of the path between two vertices could be measured by:

1. summing the weights of all the edges composing the path.
2. combining the precedent sum with the total number of intermediary

nodes.
3. qualitatively summing the number of concepts composing the path.

Length can serve as an indicator of similarity between two words. This
similarity can be interpreted as semantic, situational or of other nature.
The shorter the length of the path between two words, the closer is their
similarity relationship.

We studied the paths from any of the åĚň words to the twelve words
representing the etymological dimensions of åĚň. We also looked at the
paths from the twelve dimensions words to the five åĚň morphemes with
different POS tags.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Uniqueness of the Three MST

For each of the three adjacency matricesD192, D202 andD283, some edges
have a same weight. Therefore, we concluded than none of our three min-
imum spanning treesMST192, MST202 andMST283 is unique.

4.2 A 192 Vertices MST MST192

The first MST contained only all the words.
For Chinese native readers, few of the 191 edges of theMST192 be-

tween polymorphemic words bear relevant semantic similarity infor-
mation. We listed some examples of such edges in Table 1.
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MST192 captures some hyponomic relationships: (kiloliter) and
(liter), or situational relationships: (Father Christmas)

and (department store) as Father Christmas can be found in
department store around Christmas.

4.3 A 202 Vertices MST MST202

MST202 embeds all the words and the selected words representative
of dimensions of meanings of . In MST202, on average, words belongs
to two edges. The twelve dimensions words, on average, also share two
edges with other words. Of all the dimensions words, onlyand
serve as hypothesized as strongattractors by attracting respectively 4
and 5 words. For a Chinese reader, there are no genuine semantic relation-
ships between and the words forming edges with it. - represent-
ing the same meaning dimension as - behaves as a weak attractor by
sharing only one edge with a word. failed to attract international
metric units.

The hyponomic relationship in Table 2 between and is captured
by one edge between the two words.

Except that the five monomorphemic words are outliers, clustering
does no provide additional insightful information than simple browsing
of the MST.
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4.4 A 283 Vertices Tree LSA 100 dimensions MST283

In MST283, on average, words belongs to 2 edges as forMST202. The av-
erage for the dimensions words is in increase, slightly over 2 (e.g. 2.16).
Compared to the two precedent MST,MST283 can be used to extract gen-
uinely the meaning of a in a word.

INFERRING THEMEANING OF IN (MALE DEER). Table 3 lists
the three edges forming the path from (male deer) to (male or
maleness) and one edge joining and one of the monomorphemic
word (A).

Figure 1 represents graphically these four edges. The morpheme(A)
also shares two additional edges with two polymorphemicwords -

Word in Fig. 1 -.

The two intermediary words (female or femaleness) (female)
between and are non- words and are both antonyms to .
We can say that the path from to is conceptually of length 1:
only one concept (femaleness) separates the concept ofand .

Besides, which is one of our dimension word has attracted a
monomorphemic word (A). This can mean that one of the meaning
of (A) is related to . (A) shares two other edges with the words

and . All the three edges are listed in table 4.
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The edge { , } has the smallest weight. Thus we can attach
as a primary meaning to .

From the three propositions:

1. In all MST283, shares only one edge with a word:
2. Only one concept (femaleness) separates the concept ofand

.
3. is a primary meaning of (A).

We can infer that inMST283, the closest meaning of in (male
deer) is (male, maleness). Every Chinese speaker will agree on the
meaningfulness and correctness of such a conclusion.

V ISUAL REPRESENTATION OFMST283 AND CLUSTERING.
MST283 is plotted on Fig.2. å̌Eň dimension words and monomorphemic

words are represented with bigger circles to ease their localisation in the
MST. TheMST283 contained the paths between any pairs of words. By
removing some of the edges ofMST283, clusters7 can be formed. For ex-
ample, the five word { } of the example detailed
in Âğ 4.4.1 constitute one of the clusters. The mean size of the 30 clusters
is 3 and 190 out of 283 words were classified as outliers.

Actually clusters to be efficiently used for meaning extraction, should
be represented as subgraphs and not just as sets of words. In the latter
case, clustering results are an impoverished representation of the whole
knowledge embedded in the minimum spanning tree. The main reason
is that the path structure - sequence of vertices to go from one word
to another - is not present in clusters. However, considering the cluster
{ }, it is still possible to infer that the meaning of

in is represented by a common conceptual meaning of the three
words ( ).

7 [10,8] showed that clustering from the minimum spanning tree is equivalent to
single-linkage clustering.
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Fig. 1.MST283
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5 GENERAL CONCLUSION

Of the three minimum spanning trees, only the biggest - the one which
embeds words from the dictionary’s definition of thewords - can cap-
ture the meaning of in polymorphemic words in a way that is satis-
factory for a native Chinese reader. In addition to capturing what appears
for the observer to be semantic relationships, the edges of the minimum
spanning trees can also embed situational relationships.

Finally, it is concluded that our approach is a first step in modeling
partly representation and acquisition of the different meanings of Chinese
polysemous morphemes. This work is thought to bring some insights to
the Plato’s problem and additional evidence towards the plausibility of
words serving as ungrounded symbols[11,3]. More practically, this work
could serve to add a new feature to current Chinese Wordnets: the list-
ing of all the Chinese words embedding a same polysemous morpheme
with a fixed identified meaning. Such a listing will help cognitive scien-
tists studying the effects of repetitive exposure to Chinese polysemous
morphemes embedded in compound words.

6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Firstly, we aimed at replicating that work using the Chinese Wikipedia in-
stead of the Academica Sinica Balanced Corpus. The Chinese Wikipedia
could reflect more adequately the representation of human knowledge as
it has a semantic organization and its content and files structure follow
categorization meaningful to human.

Secondly, we are presently investigating how to build minimum span-
ning trees satisfying constraints. For example, we aim at selectively build
a MST which would warranty that a maximum of attractors words share
edges with a monomorphemic word and with a maximum ofwords.
Such a MST will serve to extract the meaning of a maximum ofwords.

Finally, instead of using Latent Semantic Analysis to create the nested
semantic spaces, we could use the following alternatives:

1. Fiedlar retrieval: [12] proposed that by considering the term-document
matrix as a bipartite graph between the set of words and the set of
documents, computing a set of the smallest eigenvalues of the Lapla-
cian matrix of the bipartite graph, one can perform an enhanced kind
of LSA analysis where unlikely to traditional LSA, documents and
terms are considered equivalent and cohabiting in a same space.
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2. Probabilistic models of semantic analysis: Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) or Probabilistic LSA. They are probabilistic successors
of LSA which have been found to outperform LSA[13,14,15] .
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